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Personal computing has taken many forms over recent years, as trends have seen the emergence of mobile and tablet technologies taking over the PC marketplace.

Emergent Trends in Personal, Mobile, and Handheld Computing Technologies offers a vital compendium of the latest research within the field of personal computing, highlighting the latest trends in research and development of personal technology. As tablets and mobile phones begin to replace traditional hardware, it is important to stay abreast of the latest market research to keep your institution on the technological cutting-edge. This collection of case studies, best practices, and research offers chapters from experts from around the world, offering a critical resource for practitioners and academics alike.

Topics Covered:
- PDA/enterprise digital assistant
- Location based service
- Mobile ad hoc networks
- Mobile development
- Mobile device management
- Identity management
- mobilers
- ubiquitous computing
- tablet computing
- mobile VPN
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